Service Work Order W5
General Jim Moore Boulevard
Intersection at South Boundary Road

Peter Said, Project Manager
July 13, 2018
November 2017

Master Services Agreement (MSA) with Creegan + D’Angelo Engineers (C + D) ended

Whitson Engineers (WE) selected to replace C + D for future work

FORA Board approved a replacement MSA with WE
Future Work

The MSA authorized 4 areas of work

**Service Work Orders: (SWO)**

- **W1** - Background Evaluation
- **W2** - South Boundary Roadway Improvements
- **W3** - Gigling Roadway Improvements
- **W4** - Utilities, MEC, and public outreach
Completed Work

*SWO-W1*

- WE and Denise Duffy and Associates (DDA)
- identified need for additional SWO
- General Jim Moore Boulevard (GJMB) Intersection with South Boundary Road (SBR)
GJ MB Background

GJ MB + SBR

- GJ MB Environmental Assessment/Initial Study (EA/IS)

- The proposed roadway [GJ MB] will include the construction of new intersections at South Boundary Road; Del Rey Oaks Resort; Broadway Avenue, with an extension of Broadway Avenue to the realigned roadway; Eucalyptus Road/Coe Avenue; Hilby Avenue; and San Pablo Avenue.
GJ MB Background

GJ MB + SBR

- March 18, 2005 – Mitigated Negative Declaration
- Sept 9, 2005 – Board Approved Project Findings
- Feb 24, 2006 – Filed Notice of Determination
- 2006-2010 – FORA Built GJ MB in Phases 1-5
GJ MB Background

**GJ MB + SBR**

The final Phase of GJ MB Project is the intersection at South Boundary Road

Construction Funding – Awaiting receipt of CFD dollars

Seaside’s Birds Beak – Awaiting HCP Completion
Service Work Order W5 is needed in order to:

- Complete construction of this CIP project
- Meet the intent and law of CEQA
- Keep work activities aligned with approved CEQA EA/IS MND Mitigations
- Ensure accounting is tracked to the GJ MB project
SWO-W5

1. Perform environmental services
2. Complete preliminary engineering
3. Complete design engineering
4. Perform miscellaneous tasks and project management
Future Service Work Orders:
FORA adds Work Orders to MSA as it is identified

Such as:
- Construction Management (GJMB, SBR, Gigling)
- Roadway Landscape and Irrigation Design
- Specialized Consulting Services (Geotechnical)
- Master Utility Plan Updates
Recommendation

Authorize the Executive Officer to execute SWO W5 to the WE MSA for the preparation of Planning, Specification and Estimates for GJ MB and SBR intersection, not to exceed $209,965.